
SPEND VALENTINE'S
DAY WITH LFC IN
VEGAS

LFC'S 2024 season kicks off on

Valentine's Day with LFC38� Angels & Lil

Devils in Las Vegas. Armed with a new

attitude - and a new principal sponsor -

this show promises something for

everyone. Half the bouts will feature

beautiful women fighting in lingerie. The

other half will feature beautiful women

fighting in sexy cosplay costumes. #1

prospect Rylee Jade will make her long-

awaited debut all the way from Hong

Kong. And LFC's newest team � Team

Loyal Fans (formerly the Blue Team) -
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will make their debut with a star-

studded line-up. Tickets and PPV are

available at www.LFCfights.com.

SARAH WOLFE� FROM
REFEREE TO FIGHTER

LFC fans will recognize the lovely Sarah

'The Rebel' Wolfe as the head-turning

referee from LFC35 and LFC37. At

LFC38� Angels & Lil Devils, Wolfe will

trade in her stripes and whistle for a

pair of (pink) gloves and a sexy cosplay

costume. While it will be her first fight

for LFC, Wolfe is no stranger to the fight

game, compiling an impressive 14�4

record elsewhere. We're very excited to

welcome Wolfe to the ranks of LFC

fighters and expect a good clean fight

from the former ref!



LFC'S FLORIDA
INVASION CONTINUES

Last year LFC relocated their Booty

Camp developmental gym from Topeka,

KS to Orlando, FL. So it stands to

reason that Florida events would soon

follow. On February 24, just 10 days

after LFC38, LFC returns to action with

LFC39� Goddess Among Us at Secrets

Hideaway Resort & Spa in Kissimmee,

FL. Featuring some of Florida's hottest

fighters as well as fighters from around

the world, LFC39 will be a guaranteed

crowd pleaser. And as though 12

beautiful women fighting in lingerie

wasn't enough, the event will be

followed by the launch of the casting

site for Goddess Among Us: The Search

for the Most Beautiful Woman In the

World. Tickets to LFC39 and the after

party are available at

www.LFCfights.com



AVERY RYDER� FROM
INFLUENCER TO
FIGHTER

One of the prospects making their

debut at LFC39� Goddess Among Us is

Avery Ryder, a model and social media

influencer. Although you'd ever know it

looking at her today, Ryder says she

was a chubby kid who got bullied a lot

in school until she started standing up

for herself in the playground. Seems she

had a knack for fighting and soon no

one dared pick on her. She also got

really, really hot along the way! Looking

forward to her LFC debut at LFC39

where she takes on Bella Rockafella of

Team Loyal Fans (her fifth team in five

fights but who's counting?�
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